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Digital Advertising

Digital Sponsorships

Ad Stacks
Your directory ad will appear in the bottom right hand
rail as a 320x50 ad on every page for the duration of
your purchased package. 

Audience
Targeting
Directly reach your customers

when they are online, 

regardless of if they come to

the Fiddlehead Focus website,

with our powerful targeting 

capabilities, no matter

where they are on the

Internet.

DIGITAL LEADER
The most valuable online real estate for the greatest
exposure to the largest number of people, includes
Top Right Half Page (maximum of 10 advertisers
sharing space). 

DIGITAL INNOVATOR
The solution for successful companies promoting 
brand name recognition.  Includes Top Leaderboard
(maximum of 10 advertisers sharing the space). 

DIGITAL STANDARD
For successful businesses with an active marketing
effort.  Includes Middle Right Block (maximum of 20
advertisers sharing the space). 

DIGITAL ESSENTIALS
The low-cost solution for promoting sales and 
discount specials).  Includes Lower Right Block
(maximum of 25 advertisers sharing the space). 

(AD STACKS)Jonathan N. Hayes
MEDIA SALES CONSULTANT

St. John Valley Times/ Fiddlehead Focus
Office: 207-728-3336
Mobile: 207-316-7010
jnhayes@sjvalley-times.com



Why advertise with us? 

Feature Benefit
Sponsor Directory Ad appears online on every page Greatest potential of a viewer seeing ad at the lowest cost

Combine with print advertising Use multiple media to double the potential impactUse multiple media to double the potential impact

Combine campaign with other online ads Maximizes impact to coincide with your budget

Reach across the world or right next doorReach across the world or right next doorAd available to anyone with Internet

Inexpensive & effective
Enjoy lower marketing cost

We are local. Always.

Contests & Quizzes
Generate high quality qualified leads. Work with 

Fiddlehead Focus experts to create effective and 

engaging programs that can provide your company 

with actionable leads, social media engagement and 

interaction with your brand.

Here are more than a few ways that digital advertising with 
Fiddlehead Focus is essential to the success of your business!


